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We present an efficient algorithm that solves the quantum state tomography problem from an
arbitrary number of projective measurements in any finite dimension d. The algorithm is flexible
enough to allow us to impose any desired rank r to the state to be reconstructed, ranging from pure
(r = 1) to full rank (r = d) quantum states. The method exhibits successful and fast convergence
under the presence of realistic errors in both state preparation and measurement stages, and also
when considering overcomplete sets of observables. We demonstrate that the method outperforms
semidefinite programming quantum state tomography for some sets of physically relevant quantum
measurements in every finite dimension.
Introduction. The process to reconstruct the quan-
tum state of a physical system from measurements im-
plemented over an ensemble of identically prepared quan-
tum systems is called quantum state tomography. In the
early days of quantum theory W. Pauli posed the ques-
tion whether position and momentum probability distri-
butions univocally determine the state of a quantum par-
ticle, which holds in its classical counterpart [1]. How-
ever, quantum states belong to an abstract Hilbert space
whose dimension exponentially increases with the num-
ber of particles of the system, implying that more in-
formation than classically expected is required to fix the
state. Since then, it has been having an increasing in-
terest to determine the state from a given set of mea-
surements and several answers have been solved. For
instance, standard state tomography [2] reconstructs d-
dimensional density matrices from O(d3) rank-one mea-
surement projectors, whereas the so-called mutually un-
biased bases [3, 4] and Symmetric Informationally Com-
plete (SIC)-POVM [5] do the same task with O(d2) rank-
one measurement projectors. In general, any tight quan-
tum measurement [6], equivalently any complex projec-
tive t-design for t > 1 [7], is informationally complete
and allows a linear state reconstruction formula. How-
ever, some fundamental questions remain open: (i) how
can we reconstruct the state of a physical system from
any set of informationally complete quantum measure-
ments? (ii) Is there a rank r mixed state compatible
with the statistical data up to realistic errors? The sec-
ond question plays an important role, as quantum tech-
nology applications are mainly based on pure quantum
states
Quantum state tomography finds applications in com-
munication systems [8], dissociating molecules [9] and
characterization of optical devices [10]. It is a standard
tool for verification of quantum devices, e.g. estimating
fidelity of two photon CNOT gates [11], and has been
used to characterize quantum states of trapped ions [12],
cavity fields [13], atomic ensembles [14] and photons [15].
Imposing physical information. Our algorithm is based
on a non-linear operator, so-called the physical imposition
operator, that imposes physical information on a blank
quantum state, provided by measurements implemented
in the laboratory. Suppose that we measure an observ-
able A, having eigenvalues {λj}, j = 0, . . . , d−1 and diag-
onalized by a unitary operator UA. After implementing
the experiment over an ensemble of identically prepared
quantum systems we gain knowledge about the following
probability distribution:
pk = Prob(A ≡ λj) = Tr(ρΠj), (1)
being Πj the j-th rank-one eigenprojector of observable
A, i.e. AΠj = λΠj , satisfying the completeness relation∑d−1
j=0 Πj = I. The physical imposition operator TA is
defined as the composition of the follow steps:
S1: Define a blank stata ρ (chosen at random).
S2: Apply change of basis: ρ′ = UAρU
†
A.
S3: Delete information: Remove main diagonal of ρ′.
S4: Impose information: Add pk to the main diagonal.
S5: Reverse change of basis: apply inverse unitary U†A.
The action of the non-linear operator TA over the blank
state ρ can be expressed as follows:
TA(ρ) = U
†
A(UAρU
†
A −Diag[UAρU†A] +DA)UA
= ρ+ U†ADiag[UA(DA − ρ)U†A]UA, (2)
where DA is a diagonal matrix associated to observ-
able A, having main diagonal defined by (DA)jj = pj ,
j = 0, . . . , d−1, and probabilities {pj} defined by Eq.(1).
The physical imposition operator has a simple interpre-
tation in the Bloch sphere (see Figure 1). Operator TA
is not a positive map in general, as TA(ρ) ≥ 0 is not
guaranteed for some blank states ρ, for any observable
A. Nonetheless, the algorithm -to be defined below- al-
ways converges to a proper quantum state. Also, note
that matrix TA(ρ) is hermitian for any observable A and
any blank state ρ, in every dimension d.
Algorithm for state reconstruction. The physical impo-
sition operator TA, defined in Eq.(2) imposes information
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2about observable A on a blank quantum state ρ. In or-
der to univocally determine a quantum state one has to
consider a set of informationally complete observables.
Let A1, . . . , Am be a set of m incompatible observables,
i.e. [Ak, Ak′ ] 6= 0 for k 6= k′. For single qubit systems,
the fact that observables Ak do not commute imply that
the planes associated to the observables are not parallel,
see Figure 1 to show the connection between observables
and planes in the Bloch sphere. In d-dimensional quan-
tum systems, hyperplanes associated to observables have
dimension d2 − d, being required to have at least d + 1
hyperplanes to univocally reconstruct a density matrix.
For instance, a set of m = d + 1 mutually complemen-
tary observables, i.e. observables having mutually unbi-
ased eigenvectors bases, univocally reconstruct the state
[3, 4]. On the other hand, a much reduced number of hy-
perplanes is required when reconstructing states in the
surface of the Bloch hypersphere [16]. Note that two
disks associated to incompatible observables intersect in
infinitely many points, so two observables do not deter-
mine a density matrix even for a single qubit system.
FIG. 1. Bloch sphere representation for a single qubit system.
Blue and green arrows define orthonormal bases, correspond-
ing to the eigenbases of two incompatible observables (color
online). Each disk represents the entire set of quantum states
ρ satisfying equations pj = Tr(ρΠj), j = 0, 1, where {Πj} is
the set of rank-one eigenprojectors of an observable and {pj}
the set of probabilities experimentally obtained. Note that
disks are orthogonal to the vectors forming the bases, each of
them having coordinate z = p1− p0 along the line, e.g. z = 0
coincides with the center of the Bloch sphere. For instance, a
Kronecker delta probability distribution {pj} has associated
a point in the surface of the sphere. Note that this is the
only case where a single projective measurement univocally
determines a quantum state. On the other hand, a flat prob-
ability distribution p0 = p1 = 1/2 has associated disk having
maximal radius 1.
The algorithm to reconstruct mixed states, main result
of this letter, is defined by the following sequence:
ρn = (TAm ◦ · · · ◦ TA1)n(ρ0). (3)
Later on, we show that sequence (3) converges to the de-
sired solution for a set of blank states (also called seeds
and denoted ρ0) that has the same dimension than the
states space. This implies that seeds ρ0 can be taken at
random and have a positive probability of success. Pre-
cisely, the discrete map (3) defines a dynamical system
and the desired solution is an attractive fixed points of
it. Figure 2 shows how the algorithm works in the Block
sphere representation for a single qubit system with two
(Figure 2a) and three (Figure 2b) observables. This al-
gorithm -for a qubit system- coincides with Kaczmarz
method [17], an iterative way to solve a linear system
of equations, which has been studied for estimating low-
rank positive-semidefinite matrices [18]. However, when
considering mixed quantum states in dimension d > 2,
Kaczmarz method does not provide a solution to the state
tomography problem. This is so because when d > 2 the
generalized -Bloch- hypersphere, defined in the real d2−1
dimensional space, is not entirely composed by quantum
states.
As a further advantage of our algorithm 3, it can recon-
struct quantum states having additional constrains, e.g.
rank-r mixed states for a chosen value of r. To this end,
the physical imposition operator TA, defined in steps S1
to S5, has to be complemented by an additional step S6,
thus defining the operator T
(r)
A :
S6: Rank r constrain: Do spectral decomposition of
TA(ρ) from Eq.(2), keep terms associated to the r highest
eigenvalues, discard the resting projections and normal-
ize.
Note that matrix TA(ρ) is hermitian for any observable
A and any blank state ρ, so it can be always diagonalized
in the above step S6. Also, TA(ρ) has real eigenvalues so
they can be sorted in decreasing order, as required in step
S6. The sequence ρ
(r)
n = (T
(r)
Am
◦ · · ·◦T (r)A1 )n(ρ0) converges
to a rank r density matrix in the same way as shown
before for the original algorithm. For a qubit system and
rank r = 1, the step S6 acting over a quantum state
TA(ρ) implies to take an orthogonal projection to the
closest plane tangent to the surface of the Bloch sphere,
i.e. the plane is orthogonal to the Block vector associated
to TA(ρ). Furthermore, operator T
(r=1)
A is not reduced to
the physical imposition operator for pure states defined
in Ref. [19], making our method fully independent from
the previously published one (proof in Appendix B).
Metrics. In order to test the convergence of our
method we require to introduce some metrics. Pre-
cisely, in every iteration n of the algorithm we calculate
how close is every probability distribution of the form
p
(n)
k = Tr(ρ
(n) Πj) to the experimentally accessible data
pk. The algorithm formally converges when every im-
posed probability distribution converges, i.e. p
(n)
k → pk
3(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Graphical representation of convergence of the algorithm (3) in the Bloch sphere for a single qubit system. Figure
2a considers two incompatible observables, which are not enough to univocally determine a state. Nonetheless, the algorithm
converges to a point belonging to the line that intersects the planes, thus providing one of the existing solutions to the problem.
On the other hand, Figure 2b shows convergence when three incompatible observables are considered. The iteration converges
to a single point which corresponds to the intersection of the three planes, unique solution to the state tomography problem.
For a qubit system, algorithm (3) coincides with Kaczmarz method [17], an iterative way to find solution to a linear system
of equations. In the shown cases, a starting point chosen at random is orthogonally projected to each plane, repeating the
procedure until finding the desired solution to the problem, i.e. the intersection of the planes.
when n→∞, for every k = 0, . . . , d− 1.
Let us start defining a metric to compare single proba-
bility distributions, the so-called Hellinger distance [20]:
H(p, q) =
√√√√2− 2 d−1∑
i=0
√
pi
√
qi (4)
This metric itself is not enough to study convergence
of the algorithm, as we have to simultaneously compare
a set of m probability distributions. To this end, we
introduce a generalization of the Hellinger distance so-
called distributional distance [19]:
D(p1 · · · pm, q1 · · · qm) =
√√√√ 1
m
m∑
j=1
H(pj , qj)2 (5)
Additionally, let us consider the Hilbert-Schmidt met-
ric which quantifies distance between quantum states,
required to estimate distance between consecutive iter-
ations of the algorithm:
D(ρ, σ) =
√
Tr[(ρ− σ)†(ρ− σ)], (6)
Let us show some basic properties of TA (proofs pro-
vided in Appendix A):
P1: D(TA(σ), σ) ≤ D(σ, ρ) ∀ σ ∈ Hd and ρ a density
matrix belonging to the hyperplane associated to the ob-
servable A.
P2: D(TA(σ), ρ) ≤ 2D(σ, ρ) for ρ and σ as in P1.
P3: limn→∞(TAm◦· · ·◦TA1)n(ρ0) = ρ ∀ ρ0 ∈ NA1...Am(ρ)
with NA1...Am(ρ) the basin of attraction of the fixed point
ρ.
From the point of view of dynamical systems theory,
Property P3 shows that solutions to the quantum state
tomography problem are attractive fixed points of the
algorithm. The full set of seeds attracted to the desired
fixed point determines the basin of attraction of the fixed
point. Given that a basin of attraction has the same
dimension than the Hilbert space, it is enough to start
the algorithm with seeds chosen at random.
We remark that our algorithm exhibit successful con-
vergence to desired states even under the presence of re-
dundant information, i.e. overcomplete sets of observ-
ables. Evenmore, the fact that we can impose any rank
to the desired solution makes it particularly interesting
for compressing information stored in sets of probability
distributions, by considering low-rank quantum states.
Outperforming SDP. The problem to reconstruct a
quantum state from the statistics comming from m full
rank Von Neumann observables, i.e. considering m or-
thonormal basis, can be numerically solved by consider-
ing the following Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) al-
4(a) (b)
FIG. 3. Comparison of performance between our algorithm (3) and SDP technique (7). The comparison is by means of plotting
average execution time of algorithms t vs dimension of the Hilbert space d. Figure 3a considers d + 1 observables taken at
random, whereas Figure 3b shows the situation for d+ 1 complementary observables, being d equal to the power of a prime in
this case [3]. The average time shown in vertical axes corresponds to an average over 100 executions of each algorithm, where
seeds were taken at random considering the Haar measure distribution. Simulations were implemented over a single PC having
an Intel Processor (3300 GHZ) with 8 GB of memory.
gorithm [21]:
Maximize Tr (ρ)
subject to Tr
(
ρΠ1i
)
= p1i , i = 0, ..., d− 1
...
Tr (ρΠmi ) = p
m
i
ρ  0. (7)
It is known that SDP is an efficient way to solve the
quantum state tomography problem. However, for some
kind of -physically relevant- quantum observables, our
algorithm outperforms the efficiency achieved with SDP.
For instance, in the simplest case of a spin 1/2 parti-
cle, such observables are associated to prepare a Stern-
Gerlach aparatus in two or three orthogonal directions,
being the last case required to have a full state recon-
struction.
Figure 3 shows how our algorithm (3) outperforms
SDP technique (7) in some cases. The largest advan-
tage of our algorithm is produced for observables having
mutually unbiased eigenvector bases, which not neces-
sarily have to be a maximal set of d+ 1 complementary
observables in dimension d. When considering m comple-
mentary observables, the algorithm always converges in
a single iteration (n = 1) for any number of observables
m ≤ d+1. This is so because the information imposed by
two consecutive physical imposition operators is additive
when observables are complementary. In other words,
the hyperplanes defined by these observables are orthog-
onal and also the projections imposed by operator (3)
are orthogonal, so there is no loose of information when
imposing one-by-one the orthogonal projections.
Conclusions. We introduced an efficient algorithm to
solve the quantum state tomography problem for any set
of quantum observables in every finite dimension. When
observables are informationally complete, the algorithm
finds the unique existing solution. On the other hand,
when considering informationally incomplete sets of ob-
servables, it provides the entire set of solutions when they
form a finite set. We have shown that the algorithm out-
performs semi-definite programing technique when ob-
servables are complementary. Furthermore, our method
is flexible enough to impose a desired rank to the solu-
tion of the tomographic problem, including as a partic-
ular case pure-state tomography. Exhaustive numerical
simulations have shown robustness under the presence of
realistic errors and also when considering overcomplete
sets of observables.
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Appendix A: Proof of properties
In this section we provide proofs of basic properties of
the Physical Imposition Operator TA, stated in Page 3.
Property P.1: D(TA(σ), σ) ≤ D(σ, ρ).
Proof: Let ρ ∈ Hd be a mixed state containing the prob-
abilities of measuring the eigenvalues of an observable A,
5and let σ ∈ Hd be a different mixed state. The Hilbert
Schmidt distance satisfies the properties of a norm and
can be written as
D(TA(σ), σ) = ‖TA(σ)− σ‖ (8)
Now, we combine the equations (2) and (8), with σ
instead of ρ and DA = Diag[U
†
A(ρ)UA]. Thus,
‖TA(σ)− σ‖ = ‖UADiag[U†A(ρ− σ)UA]U†A‖
= ‖Diag[U†A(ρ− σ)UA]‖ (9)
where the last step in equation (9) is allowed since the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm is invariant under a unitary trans-
form. It is easy to see that
‖Diag[U†A(ρ−σ)UA]‖ ≤ ‖U†A(ρ−σ)UA‖ = ‖ρ−σ‖ (10)
From equations (9) and (10) we see that ‖TA(σ)− σ‖ ≤
‖ρ− σ‖, therefore
D(TA(σ), σ) ≤ D(ρ, σ) ∀ ρ, σ ∈ Hd (11)
Property P.2: D(TA(σ), ρ) ≤ 2D(σ, ρ)
Proof: The Hilbert-Schmidt norm satisfies the triangle
inequality,
D(TA(σ), ρ) ≤ D(TA(σ), σ) +D(σ, ρ) (12)
since D(σ, ρ) = D(ρ, σ) and using the result from the
equation (11), it follows that
D(TA(σ), ρ) ≤ 2D(ρ, σ) ∀ ρ, σ ∈ Hd (13)
Property P.3: limn→∞(TAm ◦ · · · ◦ TA1)n(ρ0) =
ρ ∀ ρ0 ∈ NA1...Am(ρ), with NA1...Am(ρ) the basin of
attraction of the fixed point ρ.
Proof: Let ρ be a fixed point of each operator TAj , for
j = 1, . . . ,m. We now use the equation (2) with σ = ρ0
and DA1 = Diag[U
†
A1
(ρ)UA1 ]. Subtracting ρ in both sides
of the resulting equation, we obtain
TA1(ρ0)−ρ = ρ0−ρ+UA1Diag[U†A1(ρ−ρ0)UA1 ]U
†
A1
(14)
Then, we take norm in Eq.(14) and use the triangle
inequality. Thus,
‖TA1(ρ0)−ρ‖ ≤ ‖ρ0−ρ‖+‖Diag[U†A1(ρ−ρ0)UA1 ]‖. (15)
If ρ0 ∈ NA1...Am(ρ), where Diag[U†Aiρ0UAi ] ≈
Diag[U†AiρUAi ] for i = 1 . . .m, then
‖ρ0 − ρ‖ ≥ ‖TA1(ρ0)− ρ‖. (16)
That is, D(ρ0, ρ) ≥ D(TA1(ρ0), ρ). By the same reason-
ing,
‖TA1(ρ0)− ρ‖ ≥ ‖(TA2 ◦ TA1(ρ0)− ρ‖
...
≥ ‖TAm ◦ · · · ◦ TA1(ρ0)− ρ‖
...
≥ ‖(TAm ◦ · · · ◦ TA1)n(ρ0)− ρ‖ (17)
As the set of quantum states ρ is compact, Eq.(17) im-
plies that ‖(TAm ◦ · · · ◦TA1)n(ρ0)− ρ‖ → 0 when n→∞
[22]. Therefore,
limn→∞(TAm ◦ · · · ◦ TA1)n(ρ0) = ρ, (18)
and ρ is an attractive fixed point of the composite oper-
ator TAm ◦ · · · ◦ TA1 .
Appendix B: Algorithm for pure states
In this section, we show that the physical imposition
operator (2), for the particular case of studying pure
states, is essentially different from the one considered in
Ref. [19].
The physical imposition operator for the case of pure
states studied in Ref. [19] can be written as
TA(|Ψ0〉) = |Ψ1〉 =
d−1∑
k=0
√
pk
〈ϕk|Ψ0〉
| 〈ϕk|Ψ0〉 | |ϕk〉 , (19)
where |Ψ1〉 is a pure state and the pk’s are the proabilities
being imposed. We can write equation (19) in the density
matrix form,
|Ψ1〉〈Ψ1| =
d−1∑
k,l=0
√
pkpl
〈ϕk|Ψ0〉 〈Ψ0|ϕl〉
| 〈ϕk|Ψ0〉 || 〈Ψ0|ϕl〉 | |ϕk〉〈ϕl|
=
d−1∑
i=0
pi |ϕi〉〈ϕi|
+
d−1∑
k,l=0
k 6=l
√
pkpl
〈ϕk|Ψ0〉 〈Ψ0|ϕl〉
| 〈ϕk|Ψ0〉 || 〈Ψ0|ϕl〉 | |ϕk〉〈ϕl|
(20)
The first sum in the right hand side of Eq.(20), last
equality, are the diagonal entries of the density matrix
|Ψ1〉〈Ψ1|, when written in the eigenvectors basis of the ob-
servable. The second sum corresponds to the off-diagonal
entries of the state, which contains information about
the imposed probability. Note that this is not the case
in algorithm (3), where the imposed information is only
reflected in the main diagonal of the state.
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